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Brownian bridge movement model (BBMM) implementation
To implement a Brownian bridge movement model (BBMM), the data set for each animal should contain a column of coordinate locations and a column with the time each location was reached. In passive acoustic telemetry, location coordinates are those of the receiver that is detecting a given transmitter. However, since the BBMM allows for uncertainty around the starting and ending locations (i.e. location error), the real location is not a constant position, but a Gaussian probability density function around that point (with a mean, i.e. the receiver coordinates; and a variance around that mean, i.e. the receiver's detection range, in our case 250 m) (Horne et al. 2007 ). The column with the time stamps is used to produce a vector of time lags between locations. Since this is a vector of increments of time, its length is thus a row less than the column of time and coordinates. Care should be taken to remove from the data set simultaneous receptions from the same fish (i.e. leading to time lags equal to zero; e.g. if the fish was detected by 2 or more overlapping receivers at the same time, or for any other reason). See the first rows of the data set for fish no. SS91 (Table  S2 ) prepared for a BBMM estimation of the utilisation distribution (UD).
Calculations were performed in R (R Development Core Team 2012) using the package BBMM (Nelson et al. 2011) , which computed the UDs for each fish by assigning a probability to each cell of a grid (in our case, the grid = 226 × 226 cells, cell size = 20 m). To avoid assigning a space use probability to land cells, we subtracted all land probabilities ad hoc and renormalized the UD cell matrix sum to 1, given that UDs are probability density functions (Powell 2000) . Table S1 . Summary of monitoring data for the 18 successfully tracked fish. ID = fish code; TL = total length; DD = number of days detected; TP = tracking period (total period of detection); TD = total number of detections; RI = residence index; NR = number of receivers that detected each fish; AR = area of release; Rel. Date = date the fish was released (yyyy/mm/dd); HR size = home range size; Connect.I-C = did the fish move between the islands and the coast? NA: not available Table S2 . First rows of the data set for fish no. SS91 (see Table S1 for fish ID codes) prepared for a Brownian bridge movement model (BBMM) estimation of the utilisation distribution (UD). The first column corresponds to the time the fish reached each location (in Julian minutes in this case), the second column is the Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) coordinates on the x-axis, and the third column is the UTM coordinates on the y-axis. The time lags between locations are the difference between the time the next location will be reached and present time Table S1 for fish ID codes). Bar length on the y-axis relates to the number of detections per receiver for that fish. Note that the vast majority of detections (95.5%) came from only 4 fish (nos. SS77, SS91, SS92, SS93). These fish plus no. SS70 were considered resident to our receiver network, since they spent >60% of the days of their tracking period within the array (see Table S1 ). Note also that Receivers #3, #4, and #5 accumulated most of the detections. These receivers presented seagrass habitat ('meadow') within their range Table S1 for fish ID codes). Black colours indicate low probability, and colours from grey to white indicate increasing probabilities of finding an individual. The red line encompasses the 95% probability of use for a given individual. Stars correspond to the respective sites of capture and release. Note that resident fish used with a high intensity the areas corresponding to seagrass habitat in Fig. 1a (in the main manuscript). In addition, 3 out of 5 non-resident fish also used these meadow areas. Note also that while fish no. SS78 very frequently connected the islands with the coast, other fish (e.g. SS89, SS92, SS93) connected both areas regularly (both areas enclosed by the 95% isopleth [red line]) Fig. S6 . Resident fishes' number of hourly detections for a subset of the time series (see Table  S1 for fish ID codes). Vertical stripes indicate day (white) and night (grey) related to the local sunrise and sunset time. Note the higher number of nocturnal detections for fish nos. SS77, SS91, SS92, and SS93, and a reversed cycle (i.e. higher number of diurnal detections) for fish no. SS70. Note the different scales on the y-axes Table S1 for fish ID codes). Note the different scales on the y-axes. We observed that 4 out of 5 resident fish behaved very similarly, with only fish no. SS70 having a reversed cycle, but with a lower contribution to the whole data set compared to the rest of the fish (see Table S1 , Fig. S2 ). Note this temporal pattern (24 h cycle) remains visible even after taking the average of these 5 resident fish (see Fig. 3a in the main manuscript). Error bars are SE, with n being the number of times a fish was detected in that hour Fig. S8 . Wavelet spectrum for the number of hourly detections of each resident fish individually (see Table S1 for fish ID codes). Significant patches on the 24 h period were detected for all residents (horizontal dashed line). The pattern was significant (p < 0.05) (with some non-significant patches) for most of the time series for fish nos. SS77, SS91, and SS92. It was less evident for fish no. SS93. Fish no. SS70 also had a significant (p < 0.05) 24 h cycle but with a reversal in the phase (see Figs. S6 & S7) . Since all resident fish displayed similarities also in these analyses, the wavelet spectrum for the pooled population of resident fish gave very similar results (see Fig. 3b in the main manuscript). The thick contour designates the 95% confidence level. The cone of influence where edge effects might distort the picture is shown as a lighter shade. Light rectangles correspond to holes in the time-series without fish detections where assessing periodicity makes no sense. The scale bar represents the intensity of the timefrequency space over time Fig. S9 . Utilisation distributions of resident fishes obtained with the kernel utilisation distribution estimator (KUD). Differences between panels arise as a result of different smoothing parameters: (a) h = 50, (b) h = 100, (c) h = 250. Solid lines correspond to the 50% and 95% isopleths, and cooler colours indicate higher intensity of use. While the Brownian bridge movement model (BBMM) successfully identified connections between the islands and the coast (see Fig. 1b,d in the main manuscript), KUD did not. In addition, the BBMM identified specific connections (bridges) between receivers with a higher intensity of use than others. This is not possible with the KUD, since it only takes location distribution into account. In contrast, the BBMM considers not only the locations but also the time dependence between them (the actual path the animal has followed), assumes the animal has moved following a conditional random walk between pairs of locations, and allows for accounting for a location error (in our case, we specified a telemetry error of 250 m) Fig. S10 . Comparison of the Brownian bridge movement model (BBMM) output using a location error of (a) 250 m and (b) 150 m. Note the BBMM with greater location error (a) concentrates the probability of use on a wider area around each receiver, and that this implies a smaller utilisation distribution, since the total probability sum must still be equal to 1 (remember, a UD is a probability density function)
